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From Director’s Desk

“Every problem has a solution, you have to be

creative enough to find it.”- Travis Kalancik



From Professor In-Charge, E-Cell

Best Wishes.



Start-Up Cell:- Budding Entrepreneurs

A start-up is a company or project initiated by an

entrepreneur to seek, effectively develop and validate

a scalable business model.

It is based on the idea that entrepreneurs can make the

ir implicit assumptions about how their venture works     

explicit and empirically testing point on start up focu:-

❑ 1. Find a problem worth solving, then define a

solution.

❑ 2. Engage early adopters for market validation.

❑ 3. Continually test with smaller, faster’ iterations

build. a function, measure customer response,

and verify the idea.

❑ 4. Evidence-based decisions on when to “pivot” by

testing your plan.

❑ 5. Maximize the efforts for speed, learning, and

focus.







Intellectual Property Rights Workshop

Expertise:

)

A workshop on "Intellectual property Rights" was

organized on 17th September 2019.

Top legal consultant from NLSIU visited the

campus. The participants were made aware of the role

of IPR for start-up in India, cyber security & data

protection.

The topics included trademark, patents, copyright,

industrial design, trade secrets, etc. TRADEMARK :

The Trade Mark Act 1999 ("TM Act") provides,

interalia, for registration of marks, filing of multiclass

applications, the renewable term of registration of a

trademark as ten years as well as recognition of the

concept of well-known marks, etc.

PATENTS :Patent, in general parlance means, a

monopoly given to the inventor on his invention to

commercial use and exploit that invention in the

market, to the exclusion of other, for a certain period.





National Innovation Day







Entrepreneur Summit’19
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Entrepreneur Summit’19

WINNER





Special Talk on “Opportunities for Start Up in 

India” by Global Manager (Apple)





Few More Events

.



(UDANY EDUTECH PRIVATE LIMITED) EDUCATIONALS works to provide

everyone this necessary knowledge and guidance at right time, with the help of our website

(it will be available for student’s use from 10 may 2018 onwards) .With the help of our

website & software, we also help students to improve their General Awareness, Aptitude &

knowledge about career field and help them becoming friendly to online mode of

examination.

Goal

• To improve quality of education in India, specially in remote areas.

• To make educational facilities available to everyone at affordable prices

• To make India 100% literate, skilled such that people have competence.

• To develop competitive skills of students.

To make students regular newspaper reader.

My journey in this cell taught me an amazing lesson that ,for a common person ‘a problem is

a problem’ but for a person with innovative ideas ,specially start-up founders, ‘where there is

a problem ,there is an opportunity to solve it’. I feel my self so fortunate as I got an

opportunity to be part of IIC & Start-up Cell ,BIT Sindri. Here ,my experience of working as

an innovation coordinator and leading the team of more than 50 students taught me a lot of

new things .My knowledge in the field of start-ups and innovation increased many folds

during this journey. Not only my knowledge in the field of start-ups but also it helped me to

improve my personality and leadership skills. As a start-up cell innovation coordinator, I got

opportunity to organize various seminars, organize other idea pitching events, gain know-

ledge from eminent personalities & help my juniors with whatever knowledge I had and

simultaneously I learnt the team working skills. I am thankful to our honorable Director,

B.I.T Sindri , Prof. Dr. D.K. Singh and Prof. in-charge, start-up cell , Dr. Prakash Kumar

who gave me ample opportunities to learn, grow, meet new people and make connections.

I strongly appreciate the efforts of our director sir and prof. – in – charge in establishing the

cell and supporting the innovative ideas of students in every possible way. I am also thankful

to my batchmates and juniors for their support and co-operation.

Mr. Divyanshu Sinha

Innovation Coordinator

IIC 2.0,B.I.T.,Sindri
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“”Running away fRom youR pRoblem doesn't solve it. it is 
a pRoblem””

My journey in the start-up cell commenced in the very beginning of 2nd year.

For engineering grads, sophomore year is exploration year, either you watch

movies, TV series, do things left undone or explore yourself in systems you have

always wanted to. I did the same and as soon as I heard of the cell, I nodded in a

greement of joining it. My journey in the cell has been very uncommon, like

unprecedented term "cell", very unlikely to other organisations of the college.

Being one of the foremost member from my batch since the cell was

institutionalised, I worked under some of the best seniors, very dynamic and

dedicated. The most fascinating aspect of the cell is that it welcomes ideas and

help you nurture it; nurture it till it become a substantial element, driven out of

fire of dream and hard work, astute to do wonders to society. Only then can a sta

rt-up run. In my experience of being chief organiser of "Entrepreneurs conclave"

, I got the opportunity to meet people, some of them even alumni, having the

fire within teaching professional wisdom to be taken away from college.

Leading the start-up cell for two years was phenomenal. Of course hardships

come, but they are blessings in disguise. That's what I learnt from my

experiences and my highly capable & versatile team. I, while working for the cel

l and therefore my college, found myself more equipped. Those experiences

have come handy in dealing with situations more easily. Hope the cell grows

even more in the upcoming years.
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Team Members

BATCH 2016

▪ Divyanshu Sinha 

▪ Karan Raj Mehta

▪ Deepak Kumar 

▪ Abhishek Kumar Arya 

BATCH 2017

▪ Anurag Shrivastava

▪ Amisha Kumari 

▪ Harsh

▪ Shubham Raj

▪ Shalini Singh

▪ Paresh Rathour

▪ Nitish Kumar

▪ Nilesh Kumar Tiwari

▪ Kishlay Kumar Mahto

▪ Arya Garg

BATCH 2018

▪ Sanu Kumar

▪ Adhya Kumari 

▪ Aditaya Burnwal

▪ Navinetra

▪ Aman Kumar Garg

▪ Somya Kumari

▪ Abhinav Prakash

▪ Milan Kashyap

▪ Pankaj Kumar

▪ Nikhil Kumar 

▪ Vineet Chandra Gokhale

▪ Anshuman

▪ Gautam Kumar

▪ Saurabh Bhardwaj

▪ Shanu Anand

▪ Abhinav Kumar Sah



Faculty Representation (IIC 2.0)



Expert Representation (IIC 2.0)



Student Representation(IIC 2.0)




